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13() JAN P, FIOGENDIJK rrces th

in proposition 2 of book 111 of the Geometrical Elements, but he does
not give the solution by Menelaus, AlBiruni says that Abü’l4üd (ca.
A.D. 970)6 wrote a treatise on this problem, which was criticized by
al-Sijzi, whn solved the prnblem in an easy way. This is all information
on the Geometrical Elements that can be extracted from the published
references,
In this paper I present some new information on the Geometrical

Elements ofMenelaus and its influence in the medieval Islamic tradition.
My sources are two unpublished texts by al-Sijzi, AbO Sa’1d Ahmad
ibn Muhammad ibn cAbdaliajil al-SijzI7was a very productive geometer
and astrologer, who originated from Sijistan in South-Eastern Iran, and
who was active in the second half of the tenth century A.D.
Section 3 is about a new trace of the Geometrical Elements ofMene

laus. in al-Sijzi’s hitherto unpublished Treatise on the Properties of the
Perpendiculars Drawn From a Given Point To a Given Equilateral Tri
angle, By Way ofDetermination. This text shows that in the beginning
of the Geometrical Elements, Menelaus studied the sum (or difference)
of perpendiculars drawn from a given point to the sides of a given equi
lateral triangle.
In Section 4, I discuss the relation between Geometrical Elements

111:2 and al-Sijzi’s hitherto unpublished Letter to Abü ‘Alt Naz’f ibn
Yumn the Physician on the C’onstruction of an Acute-Angled Triangle
From Two Different Straight Lines In this letter aI-Sijzi presents a
ruler-and-compass construction of certain triangles, as an improvement
over the construction by his contemporary Abü Sacd al ‘Ala’ ibn Sahl,
who had used an ellipse. This construction is to be found in Text 3.
Thus Geometrical Elements 111:2 was related to a series of studies by
geometers in the Arabic-islamic tradition.
In Section 5, I will use the new evidence to disprove a suggestion by

the late Wilbur Knorr that the Geometrical Elements contained a trisec
tion of the angle by means of conic sections. The Geometrical Elements
seems to have been a collection of elementary theorems and problems
on straight lines, circles and triangles in the plane. The Arabic-Islamic
geometers were very interested in such theorems and problems, and
the influence of the Geometrical Elements of Menelaus in the Arabic
Islamic tradition was probably much more extensive than the few extant

6 On Abti’l-JOd see GAS V 353—355, Matvievskaya and Rosenfeld vol. 2, pp 26D
262, on his date see Hogendijk 1, p. 243

On ai-Sijsi see GAS V, 329 -334, GAS VI, 224—226, GAS VII, 177—182 409-410
al-Sijzi pp. vii—ix
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132 JAN P. H0OENDIJK

1, The bio-bibliographer Ibn al-Nadim (ca. 970) says in the Fihrisr
that Menelaus wrote:

C3 Di±fl I) r Jy.o hS

“The book on the Elements of Geometry, which Thãbit ibn Qurra made
(i.e. edited) in three treatises (i.e. Books); the Book of the Triangles, of
which a small part came out in Arabic.”9 In a passage quoted below,
al-BirOni says that Thäbit ibn Qurra commented on the Geometrical El
ements. Thus it is likely that ThAbit revised the existing translation of
the three Books of the Geometrical Elements and added his own com
mentary. The reference to the Book on Triangles shows that Menelaus
wrote other works on elementary plane geometry as well.

2. Around A.D. 1000 Abü Nar ibn ‘Iraq wrote a letter to al-Birüni
in which he corrected some errors in the Astronomical Handbook of the
Plates (Zij al-Safãih) by Abü Ja’far al-Khãzin (ca. A.D. 950))° Abti
Nasr says that even excellent mathematicians can make mistakes, and
he gives the following example:

J5 p_,Il AJIZJ 4-j

“And Abti Jac far al-Khãzin himself corrected a mistake or omission
which Mãnãlãnãwus (i.e. Menelaus) happened to make in his book
called the Geometrical Elements.” l I

Unfortunately Abti Nasr does not give us more information on Aba
Jafar’s criticisms. 12

3. In the Extraction of Chords al-Birüni mentions the Geometrical
Elements of Menelaus in the following passage:

L
.

JlJ Jljl lJlW ,yj’ U

See al-Nadim p. 327.
On AbQ Nasr ibn ‘Iraq see GAS V 338 341, GAS Vi, 242—245, the letter in

question is mentioned in GAS VI, 243 no. 3. A manuscnpt of the ZTj al-Safä’ih has
been found recently, see Samsó, pp 594—601.

Abu Nasr no. 3, p. 3, lines 13—14,
12 The other references to Menelaus in this lettet by AbC Nasr concern the Spheric.c

(al Kuriyyat) (see AbC Nasr no. 3, p. 5, line 10)

“b construct two lines 1 i two assumed joints t P
lines) contain a assumed angle and their sui its equ
line. Menelaus wanted to show in the second 1oposit1 I
book ofhis Geometrical Elements, how we inscribe ii pi i

a broken line which is equal to a given line but he uset
methr d. Then Thãbit ibn Qurra constructed it ss hen I t ii itt

on this book, by means of construction of the same ci atit the
construction of Menelaus. By means of the ahose menti sued p is serts
of the broken line in the concavity of any arc, the consirut 000 of vc hat
Menelaus wanted is easy, and it is general, fot all arcs of thi rJi not
only for the semicircle. Abti’l-Jtid devoted a treatise to this prohle s and
he solved it in an outrageously long and difficult way. \hen Abe Sield
al-Sijzi saw it (the treatise), he solved it (the problem) in an extremely
easy way. Our solution will not he less (easy) than his.

C
‘SN

Figure 1

The problems mentiont d by abBirimi can be illustrated
1 aid 2. In Figuc 1 ‘15 is the diameter of a semici e
cons ructed a ‘broke e At B with C on the sea
AC ‘B ‘S Ui 0 i n length Since an

r b.

B
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I I is Ira isiattor 0

cuiousrisar ( 2

pp. II 32,
TacO00 Vi Chord
Menelaus



134 JAN P HOGENDIJK Iraces ol tie nenO of is1 nd

semicircle if and only if / ACB = 9O°,’ the problem can also be stated
thus: to construct two lines AC, BC from two assumed points (A, B)
such that they contain a right angle (LACB) and their sum is equal to a
given line. In the beginning of the quoted passage aI-BirünT mentions a
more general problem. which can also be stated in two equivalent forms
(Figure 2): (a) Let A and B be two given points. To construct point C
such that AC + CB is a given length and LACB is a given angle (which
need not be a right angle); (b) Let A and B be two given points on a
given circle. To construct point C on the circle such that AC + CB is
equal to a given length. The two forms of the problem are equivalent
as a consequence of Euclid’s Elements I1I:2627)6 I will discuss al
Sijzi’s solution of this problem in Section 4 of this paper The treatise
by AbU’l-Jüd is lost, but the story that aI-Sijzi criticized him is plausible
because he and al-Sijzi were enemies and al-Sijzi also criticized him
elsewhere.’7

3. A new trace of the Geometrical Elements ofMenelaus

A new trace of the Geometrical Elements of Menelaus is to be found
in al-Sijzi’s Treatise on the Properties of the Perpendiculars Drawn
From a Given Point To a Given Equilateral Triangle, By Way ofDeter-
initiation, that is Text I in the Appendix to this paper. Al-Sijzi begins
Text I by saying that “Mayãlãwus mentioned in the beginning of his
book on the Geometrical Elements the property of equality (resulting)
from drawing the perpendiculars in an equilateral triangle to its perime
ter. He followed in this the method of division (of the problem into
special cases) but the necessary division was not exhaustive. So I in
tended to follow in this the method of division (into cases) according to
the (different) position of the points.”
MayalAwus L.4 is evidently an error for Manãlãwus

caused by misplacement of one diacritical mark, but we do not know

Elemente gebist hat, mull aber doch etwas anders gelautet haben, denn sonst kCnnte
er kaum ‘cinen sehr langen Weg’ fUr die I Ltsung gebrauchi haben” Perhaps S iter
thought that a Greek geometer could not give a long solution of an easy problem See
however, Section 4 for a conjecture about a problem which may have been treated in
the Geometrical Elements and for which proposition 2 of Book III may have been a
preliminary.

Euclid, Elwnents 111.31, Heath vol 2 pp 61-63.
Heath vol 2, pp. 56-59
On the relations between Abu’l-Jud and al-Sijzi see Hogendijk 1 Chapter 5

when and by whom the en ade, and til-Sizi rnia ed
that Mayalawus was the right spelling.
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“the necessary division (of cases) was not exhaustive” suggests that his
own contribution consisted of the elaboration of cases which Menelaus
had not treated explicitly. I conclude that Menelaus stated and proved
the theorem in some form for points P outside the triangle, but that he
did not make the explicit distinction into 7 cases which al-Sijzi made in
Text 1.
If point P is inside an A

angle opposite to one of
the angles of the triangle, Qas in Figure 5, we have
PQ—PR—PS=AD,
Al-Sijzi missed the theo
rem for this case. It s N
likely that Menelaus did —r B
not treat the theorem ex- e” // G D
plicitly for this case; he N. /‘
may have missed it as R
well.
For points P inside the Figure 5

triangle as in Figure 3, the
theorem is also stated and proved in an ancient Greek treatise which sur
vives in an Arabic translation under two different titles, namely the Book
of the Geometrical Elements of (Pseudo-)Archimedes, and Book ofAs
sumptions of Aqatun.19 My conclusion that the Geometrical Elements
of Menelaus contained the theorem for Figure 4, agrees with the con
clusion of Yvonne Dold-Samplonius2°that Menelaus is not the same
author as Aqãtun or Pseudo-Archimedes, who did not give the theorem
for P outside the triangle.
Ibn al-Haytham (ca. 960—ca. 1040) proved the theorem for points P

inside the equilateral triangle and he generalized the theorem for points
P inside an isosceles triangle.21 Ibn al-Haytham did not discuss the case
where P is outside these triangles, so it is likely that he did not know
the Geometrical Elements of Menelaus.

4. Al-Sijzi’s Letter to bU Ali Nazit ibn Yunm
and the Geometrical Elements ofMenelaus

Al-Birüni’s discussion of (eta
metrical Elements 111:2 has been
quoted in Section 2 of this i p
There al-Birüni discussed
1cm which is as follows A

em notation (F gure 6)’ 1
B be two given points,
length (1 e line segment)
given angle 1o construct
C such that AC + CB = . and
/ACB = . Menelaus solved this
problem for = 900, that is to
say that C is on the semicircle with
diameter AB.

A1-BirünI says that al-Sijit
an easy way ft is not difficul
from the indications given h
by al Sijzi, such as Text 2 i

Construct the circular i
equal o . This arc i.
X on one side of 1 ne A
of this cucula are is exp uclid’s L .t

dra the c rcle with centre ( radius , let sect the iu.
P. To avoid confusion, the c.ircle ith centre A ane adiu a not
drawn in Figure 6, but its point of intersection P ssi Ii circle 1% B is
displayed. Draw PA. Druss the circular arc through 4 and P and
“containing” an angle o. Let 4P intersect this aic at ( and draw
C B and PB. Since AC B C PB + C B P 4 C B u, and
LAPB = . it follows that CBP - I L(PR. Sc I ( B I’hus
AC + CB AC + CP 11 ,as req tired n it ‘ti n a

22 ‘p e censtruct on is also fo
Were Discu.ssed b Hit and
ration GAS V
constri. ction in roer i insr
solution of this problem was i

39a:3Q—39b 4 MS Istanbul, Rati
2 Hcaih sd 2. pp.67 70

A
B

Fiun

solved the prohi em for aoho rats a in
to ‘onstruct al—Sijr s lu ion . uhe
ml himself u a cx
as foll 6)

A ilBw a
ns, he I
AXB nsirti i

trisection is an adaptation of the irisection in Pappus of Alexandria’s Mathematical
Collection IV:43.
iS See Hermelink and Dold-Samplonius, propositions 8 10, pp. 21—23
20 See Dold-Samplonius p. 12
21 See Hermelink.
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I

B

possible if c 2AQ, where AQB is the isosceles triangle with AB as
base and IAQB = a (dotted lines in Figure 6). Fore <2AQ the two
solutions C are located symmetrically with respect to Q.
Text 2 in the Appendix is al-Si jzi’s hitherto unpublished Letter to

Abü “All Nazifibn Yumn the Physician on the construction ofan Acute-
Angled Triangle From Two Dfferent Straight Lines (GAS V, 332 no.
13). Nazif ibn Yumn was a Christian theologian, physician and math
ematician who lived in Baghdad (GAS V. 313—314). Although Text
2 does not contain an explicit reference to the Geometrical Elements
or to Menelaus, the text is of interest here for two reasons. First, its
mathematical contents are closely related to al-Sijzi’s solution outlined
above, and hence to the theorem which Menelaus solved in Geometrical
Elements 111:2, Thus Text 2 may shed light on the possible context of
this problem. Secondly, since Text 2 was written A,H. 359 / A,D. 970,
it is likely that al-Sijzi had read the Geometrical Elements by that time
This information will be useful in Section 5 of this paper.

In Text 2, al-Sijzi discusses the construction of an acute-angled tri
angle from “two different straight lines” A B and AG, with AG > AB
This is a triangle ABZ with acute angles such that AZ + ZB=AG (see
Figure 7)

S
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Al-Sijri draws the seg
ment AG perpendicular to
AB. He constructs the
circular arc through points
A, B, “containing” an am
gle of 45 degrees. He
draws perpendiculars B I)
and AH to intersect this
arc at I) and H and he
notes that Al) is a diam
eter of the circle to which
this arc belongs. (Note
that ABDH is a square,
/ADB = 45’, and AG>
AH) He then draws a sec
ond circle with centre A
and radius AG. In Figure
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7 the two circles intersect at two points K and I, hut it is also possible
that the two circles are tangent at D or do not intersect Al-Sijzi gives
figures for these three cases, see the Appendix, Figures 1 l—13
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5. The Geometrical Elements did not contain a
trisection of the angle by means of conic sections

In Textual studies in Ancient and Medieval Geometry, pp. 219, 288-.
289, the late Wilbur Knorr suggests that the Geometrical Elements of
Menelaus contained a trisection of the angle by means of a circle and a
hyperbola. Knorr argued that this trisection was adapted from this work

1 the angle
IS 11CC [C.

10I

ii C

by Thãbit ibn Qurra in his own treatise on the trisection
(GAS V 271 no 16) I will a rgue that is sugge

by means of Texts 1 and 2 r ‘71’s Ic,’ I C In

angle (GAS V, 331 o ) su inn h
his edition of the hg bra ir al-KI m. I
follows.

In the notations of M L z
Figure 7, the idea is B’ ,.., A’
as follows (see Figure - — -

seita

__

N,,
B and major axis c >
AB, draw the semicir- B A
cle with diameter AB,
and draw perpendic- ‘ ____z’

ulars AA’ and BB’
to meet the ellipse at —

points A’ and B’. If FigureS

point Z is on arc A’B’
of the ellipse, but outside the circle, triangle AZB will be acute-angled
and AZ + ZB = c, as required. The intersections L, M of the ellipse
and the semicircle provide the solutions to the problem of Menelaus to
construct a “broken line” ALB equal to c in the semicircle. Again, we
see that alcAlã dealt with the construction of all triangles AZB such
that AZ + ZB = c.
The relations between Text 2, al-Sijzi’s solution of the problem of

Menelaus, and the text of al-’Alã suggest that the problem “to construct
the (i.e. every) acute-angled triangle from two different straight lines”
may have occurred in the Geometrical Elements as well, and that Ge
ometrical Elements 111:2 was a preliminary to the solution. Al-Birüni
informs us that the solution by Menelaus (probably by ruler and com
pass) was complicated, and therefore al-Alã must have preferred his
own elegant solution by means of the ellipse. Al-Sijzi then showed
that a simple ruler-and-compass construction was possible, although he
did not work out all details in a satisfactory way. Thus the Geometri
cal Elements of Menelaus may have stimulated an interesting series of
investigations by Arabic-Islamic geometers.

Text 1 shows that al-Sijzi knew the Geometrical Elements c’t Mene.
laus at some stage in his career, and Text 2 strongly inggesls that he
knew this work in A]). 970 / 359 H. In the treatise ot thi tisection.
al-Sijzi cites the work of al-B urn, who was oni m A )7) / l(2 I
The reatise on the t isectio 1 crefo late xt ii

probably also much lat” tfi’ t in v t a
al-Si ziknew the Gerietiu rents M Ian. e a s
treatise on the tnsection of ii igle

In the treatise on the trisection of the angle, ahSij says that the
ancient geometers were unable to trisect the angle, ann that the only
modem geometers who could solve this problem acre Tliãhit +n Qurra
and Abü Sahi al-Kühi In the same text, al-Sijii renders ‘ iposition
by Thãbit ibn Qurn. This 0 ition is illy 1/ 111 1’ it s
text on the thsection o t e 11,1 f 1 w I al w’
trisection by me’ ns of d a hyp’ hC nd (I i

correctsolution. HMenelaus e rnctrwa nenisi mcd th I C

trisection as Thãbit’s text, as suggested by Knorr, or any othir in section
of the angle by means of conic sections, al-Sijzi would not hase said
in his own treatise on the trisection of the angle that th— ancients a crc
unable to trisect the angle I conclude tha the Gion’ Elmenrs
of Menelaus did not ontam “cOon annie ‘ n o e
sections

I has there is no cv let i I e ( al u a t
anyt ung else than ruler—an pass cc i ictions heoi
straight lines, triangles and circles in plane geometry

25seewoepcke,pp 117 ItS
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Appendix: Arabic texts and translations

Text I

Treatise of Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Abdaljalil al-SijzT
on the Properties of the Perpendiculars Drawn From a Given Point

To a Given Equilateral Triangle, By Way of Determination.

The following edition and translation is based on the manuscripts
Dublin, Chester Beatty Library 3562, if. 66b—67b (Arberry vol.3, p. 60),
and Istanbul, Suleymaniye Library, Reit 1191, if. l24b—125b (GAS V
333 no. 19). The Dublin manuscript is dated Friday 7 Ramadän 611 H.
= January 9, 1215 A.D.
The manuscripts contain numerous scribal errors, and some passages

had to be restored to make mathematical sense. Such passages appear
in angular brackets < ...> in the text and the translation. The text is fol
lowed by a critical apparatus, in which I have indicated the manuscripts
by the symbols s (for Dublin) and (for Reit). I have made some
changes in the orthography, but I have not corrected grammatical errors
in the text. Only the Dublin manuscript indicates by slashes the letters
in the text referring to points in geometrical figures.
My own explanatory additions to the translation are in parentheses.
The manuscript contains 11 figures (my Figures 9—I to 9—XI), dis

playing special cases of the theorem in the text. The Roman numbers I,
II XI which appear in these figures and in the text are my transcrip
tions of the Arabic alphabetical numbers in the figures in the Dublin
manuscript. These 11 figures are derived from an enormous composite
figure at the end of the text (Figure 10). This figure is special because
no less than 46 points are labelled by a letter, Al-Sijzi first used single
letters of the Arabic alphabet to label these points. He used these let
ters roughly in order of increasing numerical values, with W = 6 and
Y = 10 as exceptions.26 I now list the letters of the Arabic alphabet
and their numerical values, together with the transcriptions I have used,
following the system of E.S. Kennedy. = 1 = A, , = 2 = B, . = 3 =

26 The letters and were infrequently used in diagrams in Arabic texts, perhaps

because the correspondlng Greek letters digamma (= 6) and iota (= 10) occur only
rarely in Greek mathematical diagrams. The impopularity of 5=6 in diagrams may
also be due to the possible confusion with the Arabic word

,

meaning ‘and”. For

details on the correspondence between Arabic and Greek letters in geometrical figures,
see Toomer vol. 1, pp. xci—xcui

G.4=D,3=E,s6-W,j 7

=10=Y,=20=K,j.z30=L,40M,50-y, =60

=S,—70 O 80 F, 9( C It () F 1?

=300=X, 00 tiC F

=800=,i.=900=V,=l000=I.

After he had ex1auste the A ahic aiphab ni-S ii&

two-letter combinations V 3 / C
combinations have numtr a! v ucs 1 12. and I-n
ity, 1 have used the symbols x, /3, y and S instead ol I V
Al-Sijzi then abandoned the principle of numerical saluns
symols E1 KK, IL M I ci tI tax p
he needed Perhaps ht se ‘c dxx Ic s au
binations do not look the same as the two single letteis in
example, ‘ is not the same as o plus s, ‘is not xhn salon
etc. I have transcribed ti loul Is lette by 1 wer s.
for KK, £ lot LI z o C. 1’! t

c’iL...4 LL4J
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Mayaliiwus mentioned in the beginning of his book on the Geonier
neat Elements the property of equality (resulting) from drawing the
perpendiculars in an equilateral triangle to its perimeter. He followed
in this the method of division (of the problem into special cases) hut
the necessary division was not exhaustive. So I intended to follow in
this the method of division (into cases) according to the (different) po
sition of the points, and to prove that in an easy way, in one figure
(Figure 10), so that the position of the points can be seen by the eyes,
and the properties of the perpendiculars which occur according to the
(different) positions of the points become easy for someone who studies
this (matter). Success is with God On Him 1 count, verily, He is the
Trustworthy.
Thus let the given equilateral triangle be ABC and let the perpen

dicular27 drawn from angle A to the base BG be perpendicular AD.
Required (to prove): if from any given point inside the triangle, or at an
angle (i.e. angular point) of it, or on one of its sides, perpendiculars are
drawn to the three sides of the triangle, they (i.e. their sum) are equal to
perpendicular AD. If the point is assumed outside the triangle and the
three perpendiculars are drawn to the sides of the triangle or their rec
tilinear extensions, then the two perpendiculars drawn to the two sides
of the equilateral triangle or their extensions exceed perpendicular AD
by the perpendicular drawn to the base of the triangle or its rectilinear
extension.
Thus let us enumerate the positions of the points. We say the point

can fall with respect to the triangle at an angle (i.e. an angular point,
Figure 9—1) of it, or on a side (Figure 9—Il) of it, or inside the triangle
(Figures 9—111, 9—IV), or outside it (Figures 9—V to 9—Xl),
If it (the point) falls inside the triangle, it falls on perpendicular AD

(Figure 9—111) or not on perpendicular AD (Figure 9—IV).
If it (the point) falls outside the triangle, it falls (i.e. the feet of the

three perpendiculars are) either on its three sides (Figures 9—V. 9—VI, 9—
VII), or on the rectilinear extensions of its sides (Figure 9—X), or some of
them fall on the sides and the others on the rectilinear extensions of the
sides, that is to say, either the (i.e. one) perpendicular falls on the base of
the triangle, that is line BC, and the two remaining perpendiculars fall
on the rectilinear extensions of sides AB, AG (Figure 9—VIlI), or the
(i.e. one) perpendicular falls on one of the sides AB, AG and the two
remaining perpendiculars fall on the rectilinear extension of the base

27 The Arabic uses the same word (‘am id) for altitude of a triangle and perpend cular
to a sti aight line.

BG and the rectilinear extension of one of the. sides AR, 16 (F i,me B
IX), or the two (i.e. two) perpendiculars fall on base. BC and one of the
sides AB, AG and the rca ‘map ierpendicu r Fl on re lint
extension of one of the si e A C F igi

1. (Figure 9—1) If the point falls at an angle, as point B tht i let us
draw BL to one of the sides of triangle ABC [‘hen line RI is equal o
perpendicular (i.e. alt’tude Al)
II (Figure 9 II) I the n s at es h ii

as point E, then let us draw perpendiculars 1 41 1 to de’. , B .46
No third perpendicular can be drawn Then since EM is a perpcndic
ular (i.e altitude) of an eq later triangle A th sil B suP ‘V is
perpendicular (i e.. alti uce i i. Li ‘a I A P
ratio of EM to BE is as the. rata of 1, to I. ,, ann as t mu of AD
to 8G. By addition,28 the ratio of EM (plus) EN to RI (plus) I C is

as the ratio of AD t BC So ‘ nes F Al (p’us) I B 2t ‘qu Ha’

AD.
111. (Figure 9—Ill) If the. point ails on line AD, a u ,.tI en let us

draw perpendiculars ZS, 70 to sides AB, AG. Then let u, draw line
ZY parallel to line BC l’hei ltnes IS (plus) 0 at ‘qu t hi
A? Thus lines IS p u C p s D or cc
ZD, that is line AD
IV. (Figure 9—IV) If the poin falls in the area A B C t nnde the

triangle) as point H ther let us lrass line 1IF an 1 a ‘i BC,
andletusdrawtheperpen i a I’ I ) t I. B
Then, as we have proved, In as ii i (ph s H n ire. t iai is wipe. oo. mar

(i.e. altitude) AZ and line ii () s parallel to line 71) and equal to it.
Thus lines HF (plus) HG plus H Q ire eq lIt) tiC / / )
that is inc AD

V. (Figure 9—V) lfthe tnt fn Is outside th Ii iat pie I us d ss ft iii

points B, G perpendiculars BT CT to side’. AR 6 C u xtend
AB, AG indefinitely and at us ‘xtend 81 ( I to tue 11 11 it

points V 1,29 1. et is c m i Pa

point> falls at point 1 , I sa that the iw perpe idici ars 1 1 xee d
perpendicular AD by perpendicular Ti). PinuP Pbs’ rain a’ 1(1 oGl)
is as the ratio of AT ‘o I’ out IC is ‘wice 1) u ‘ “.‘. F

28 Hete al-Sijzi uses Luclid ‘ Ic ou e’ V L to if c effect nit cd Sail icE

ifa:b=c:d=e:f,tlicnic; 0 p d) ‘c’j seeffeath,co pp ‘.‘.i6O
29 The text means: Let us e icd B ff1 is mc, t 1ff cx ‘oded K 1 no led

ii p5 nts I V respecti e
.0 Points and c 0cc I to I I’
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Is t 2
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LY -“a H

so BT (plus) TG are equal to AT, so they exceed AD by line DT, The proof for this Figu v ill ..Xl ha iugh
VI, (Figure 9—VI) If the point falls at perpendicular DT, such as point a line paralle t ie BG to c lit

point K, we draw perpendiculars KR, KX. Then lines KR, KX fall perpendiculars asS, afl equc he p p die a
in the equilateral triangle with perpendicular (i.e. altitude) AK, < thus the triangle, so they exceed peipt. idieulai I) by pe nda’u sy as

they are equal to line AK, so they exceed perpendicular AD by per- we have shown before.
pendicular KD. And if the point falls at line GT, such as point Y, we In cases other than in this determination (of possible Case’C, the
draw perpendiculars YU, Ye. Then lines YU, YG fall in the equilateral property is not found at ll ‘11121 ts what e wants t deni ‘trate.

triangle with perpendicular AK, >31 thus they are equal to line AK, so End f the treata e.36
they exceed perpendicular AD by perpendicular KD. Line YG is equal
to line KD SO they exceed line AD by line YO.
VII. (Figure 9—Vu) If the point falls inside triangle BGT, as point W,

then let us draw perpendiculars WI], WX, W Q. We draw Wi parallel
to BG. Then, since the perpendiculars WI], WX fall in the equilateral Letter by Ahmad ihn Mulammad ihn cAbdaljal I at iIZ
triangle with perpendicular (i.e. altitude) AJ, they are equal to perpen- to Abü ‘Ali Nazif ib \umn a Physici a it th I cc
dicular AJ, but WQ is equal to DJ, so they exceed perpendicular AD a Ac ite Angled glc f f re
by perpendicular WQ.
VIII. (Figure 9—VIlI) If the point falls between lines imTfe, the The follossing edit 01 and islation Text S 5 is a thc

resulting perpendiculars meet side BG and the rectilinear extensions of manuscript: Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, IHonds Arahe l5 . 136b—
sides AB, AG, that is, By, GI; forexample pointa and perpendiculars l37a,37 On the date in this manuscript difterent views lsas been Pm
asS, a’y a8. posed; Kunitzsch and Loath assume that the manuscript Was auto

IX. (Figure 9—TX) If the point falls between (i.e. inside) triangle graph of al Sijzi hut S p a ar a CiA 1 192 the i script

Gil, the resulting perpendiculars meet the rectilinear extension of base is a 13th centur) cop I v it 11 i

BG, that is Gy, and the rectilinear extension of side AG, that is Gi, gin view i il-Sijzi I ie S ,vell ‘. a rihi

and side AB; for example point a and perpendiculars asS, ay, afl. errors have been corrected in thc Wparatu . M 013 xphuisi addi
X. (Figure 9—X) < lf the point falls between lines ef 1k, the resulting tions to the translation are in parentheses.

perpendiculars meet the rectilinear extension of base BG, that is Gy,
and the rectilinear extensions of sides AB, AG, that is, B V, GI; for
example point a and perpendiculars asS, ay, af) >32

XI. (Figure 9—XI) If the point falls between (i.e. inside) triangle
TGf, the resulting perpendiculars meet the base B G, side A B and the
rectilinear extension of side AG, that is GI; for example point a and . UI II eH dI1I L ,.s. cei.. H
perpendiculars asS, ay, afi. - -

‘ [his line i not draws l,s tigus the toes
P 5nhs f se n , Xi tow

I have restored a lacuna in the manuscript, which must have occurred because the in it C mposlt Fig irs I

eye of the scribe moved from one passage “in the equilateral triangle with perpendicular ‘I his statem ‘at is im sic ahoy ui I I P

.4 K” to the next. I have also restored perpendicular YH in Figure 9—VI. I assume that AD This can be proved h ic sans asoning.

Y K and G B are parallel, so that YO K D.
36 The Dublin manusci ipt cnd sib the remark. I he fim. ilsis mets. A

32 1 have tentatively restored the missing passage describing the case of Figure 9 (works) of al-Sijzihasbeen co’npIcted. i the mormnszo I ridai . ic se ntis iiamadãrs

X. The figure appears in the manuscript, and the case is mentioned explicitly in the of the year 611 Icorresponding so lanua 9 At). 121)

beginning of the text e Sian 412, GA n
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In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
Letter by Ahmad Thu Muhammad ibn ‘AbdalalTl pzt \bh

‘All Nazif ibn Yumn thL Phsstcian on the (‘onstru non t Lute
Angled Triangle From .Rso Different Straight Lines

You asked, may God make your happiness os erlasti I. mt
con tructron of thL aeutL angled triangk from two diff e I te

lines, and you mcn to i d that Abu Sa’d nl-’Ahi’ Thu S I
tbt b” ‘vem e and proposilt rn
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the Book of Apollonius on the cone (i.e. his Conics). You mentioned
that I solved this, and that is in our book On Triangles, but what we
presented in our book was not in the way of determination (of possible
and impossible cases). Therefore I solved it, in the way of division (of
the problem into cases) and determination (of possible and impossible
cases) by means of the first and third Book of Euclid’s Elements, in order
to make clear to my Lord (i.e. you), may God help him, that propositions
by easy ways and simple principles from Euclid’s Elements, are to be
preferred over (solutions by) difficult methods, especially from the Book
of Conics. Problems which cannot be solved by means of the Elements
can be related to strange and deep methods, and we do not have to clarify
the reason for this because it is clear, Our success is by God.
The question. We want to construct from two assumed straight lines

an acute-angled triangle.
The answer, There are three cases for this triangle
Let the assumed straight lines

be lines AB, AG, We want what
we have said. We draw a circle
on chord AB in such a way that
arc ADB contains half a right
angle, namely circle ADB. We
draw B D perpendicular to A B to
(meet) the circumference of the
circle. We join AD. Then it is
clear that AD is the diameter of
the circle. We draw with centre
A and distance AG an arc of a
circle GK. Either it is tangent to
circle ADB at point D as in the
first (figure) (Figure 11), or it in
tersects it at two places, as in the second (figure) (Figure 12), at T, K,
or it falls outside the circle as in the third (figure) (Figure 13). If it falls
outside the circle, let us extend BD towards T and let us join AT If it
intersects it, as in the second (figure), let it intersect it at two points, on
both sides of diameter AD, (namely) points T, K, and let us join A I.
If it is tangent to it as in the first (figure) it must be tangent to it at point
D39

By Elements 111:16, Heath vol. 2, pp. 37—39, the tangent is the perpendicular to
the diameter through the point of contact

I say that the angle4t h chord is line AR aiwa tween
(i.e. inside) sector GAD in the first (figure). and betwec i i c inside)
sector GAT in the second and third (figure)4 and (that I neans of
the two lines drawn from points A, B to arc GED and h drawing a
(new) line from point B to the line drawn from A to arc GE 1), tihe new
line) containing with the line Irawn from B to arc tiED an ngln equal
to the angle which is produced at arc GEL) by the two lines lready)
drawn from points A, B, an acute-angled triangle can he put together,
and (that) from other (new lines through B and these two ass t ned lines
no acute-angled triangle .an he constructed

Figure 12

Thus let us draw AE to arc GE I) ‘ We join EL an I we make
on point B of line AB an angle equal to angle ALE. namels EBZ.
I say that triangle AZB is acute-angled. Proof of this Since angle
AEB is less than half a right angle,43 and angle AZR i. ss ‘e angle
AEB, since it is equal to the angles AEB EBZ which a c c iu Ito one
another, angle AZB is le s a a right angle, so it s t t ace the
two lines drawn from a I to arc GE!) cont te AR
tw) angles less than a I mean, two i of
tot m is acute, so tnnn a ugled I 1 e

0clSijziproha 1 mci
line AC is ptace p

2 he notation n th ft
an third figure (12,1

13 jf BE intersects toe
4 Thus AEB < 45

G

K//f/”\ N,
/ H >‘ •1
\ 1/

1/
-.----

\\ ./

B Z A

Figure 11

an
fri
I

d s die in air I
outside he tnt Ii
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drawn from point A towards the side of ff44 contains with line AB an
obtuse angle, and similarly the line drawn from B towards the side of
D contains with AB an obtuse angle.45 Therefore the limit of drawing
them is in between the parallel lines AG, BD, That is what we wanted
to show.
This is what we have presented by way of division (into cases) and

determination (of possible and impossible cases), in a general method,
easy to grasp and easy to follow, concisely phrased, according to what
suits your mind and understanding. So profit from it, and may God
make you happy with it. The letter has ended, with the praise to God
and His grace. I wrote this on Thursday, the day Dey of the month Abãn
of the year 339 of the Yazdgerd era.46

Text 3

A construction by Abü Sazd al-Alã’ ibn Sahi, from al-Sijzi’s
treatise On the Selected Problems Which Were Discussed by Him
and the Geometers of Shfraz and Khorasan, and His Annotation,s

Al-Sijzi’s treatise On the Selected Problems Which Were Discussed
by Him and the Geometers of Shfraz and Khorãsdn, and His Annota
tions (if al-masã’il al-mukhtãra allatijarat baynahu wa-bayna muhandisi
Shirãz wa-Khurãsãn wa-taliqatuhu) (GAS V p. 333 no. 23) has come
down to us in the two manuscripts Dublin, Chester Beatty 3652, if. 35a—
52b (Arberry vol. 3, p. 59) and Istanbul, Suleymaniye Library, Reit

The text means: a line AZ drawn on the other side of line AH, where point H is
the second point of intersection of AG and circle ABD.
‘ Here the text is not clear, AI-Sijzi seems to be talking about L ABE, but the required

triangle is A B Z, and LABZ may be acute even if LA BE is a right or obtuse angle. This
part of the reasoning should be changed as follows. Suppose we want to construct all
acute-angled triangles AZB such that A and B are given and AZ + ZB = AG > AB.
It is easy to construct an isosceles triangle AZB such that AZ = BZ =- AG, To
construct a scalene triangle, we can assume without loss of generality AZ ZB, so
LABZ < LZAB. Then we can use the construction of al-Sijri, which guarantees that
AZB and ZAB are acute. Thus LABZ is acute as well.
46 The month Aban of the year 339 of the Yazdgerd era corresponds to October 20
November 19, A.D. 970. The day called “Dey” can be the 8th, 15th and 23th day of

the month; these were called Dey beh Azar, Dey beh Mehr, Dey beh Din. Because the
day is a Thursday. two possibilities remain: Thursday 8 Abari 339 = October 27, 970
AD. and Thursday 15 Abãn 339 = November 3, 970 A.D. I owe this information to
Mr. Rahim Rezazadeh Malek and Mr. Mohammad Bagheri, Tehran.

The solution is not mentioned in Rashed’s edition of th ssorks of of although
another solution by al-’AlS’, whict occurs one page ear icr it the samc text of d Siji.
appears on p. 190 of Rashed’s edition. In Hogendijk 2. p 1Q3, I mentioned the fact
that a reference to al-Ala’ occurs in the text On the Sele ctcel Pmhii’ni 1 hot e 1 did
not mention that the text contains s solutions by ii l ted dii otas base misle
Rashed

1191, if 31b.—62a. In
with solutions by himself
of 1 ‘xt 2 with the solut o
Chester Beatty 3652 1
The solution has not bee
notation has een used
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Translation of Text 3 J en

By alcA1h ibn Sahi.
(Figure 14) The two
straight lines AR, GD
are different, and AR
is the longer of them.
We want to construct
from them an acute
angled triangle. Let us
place the (shorter) line at
the middle of the greater
line and let us make
AL) times DB equal to
the square of EK. We
place K ET perpendicu
larly at the midpoint of
line AR and we make on diameters AR, TK the ellipse AKBT48 We
describe on diameter GD semicircle GkD.49 Then it is tangent to the
ellipse, or it intersects it, or it falls inside the ellipse. We draw perpen
diculars GZ, DII to AR. If the semicircle falls inside the ellipse, the
(Le. any) two lines drawn from points G, D to line DKG on the boun&
ary of the ellipse contain an acute angle, and the two angles on the sides
of G, D are acute, and the sum of the two lines is equal to the longer
line AB,5° which is given, so we have constructed what we wanted, If
it is tangent to the ellipse at point K, the (i.e. any) two lines drawn from
points G, D to (any point on) line DKG except point K contain an acute
angle, and the two remaining angles are acute. And if it intersects it at
points L, M, then the (i.e. any) two lines drawn from points G, D to
lines ZL, MU contain an acute angle, and the two remaining angles are
acute, and their sum, that is of the two lines drawn from points G, D, is
equal to <line AR, so we have constructed from> lines AR, GD an
acuteangled triangle, and that is what we wanted to demonstrate

Apollonius, Conies, I’56, Ver becke p. 106—109.
Point K had already been defined as endpoint of BK, but here aISiji1 defines

K a second time in a way which is inconsistent with the earlier definition Io avoid
confusion I wnte k for the point defined according to the second definition, In a! Sijzi’s
text and figure, these points K and k are indicated by three letters a)
50 Apollonius, Conic a !1I’52, Ver Eecke p. 271 2

Abu Nasr ibn Iraq, Rn in
I ‘Iraq o abB a
Dhiratu’l Ma’4nfi ) i

Mathematics and A a
der Arabist h Islimis

A A berry, The ChesterBia
7 volumes Dublin

Al B”runi, Rasailu Bit
The Dairatu’l Ma di
lamic Mathematic a
s ‘hichte der Arabisch

Axel l3jornbo, htudien be
Ivor BulinerThomas
(nllispie, 2k 10 1

Scribner’s Sons,
Yvonne DoldSamp n s
GAS s e Sergin
Thin aas little I4eith

Dover 1956, 3 o
Rein ich Hem link I (
SidhojfsArjn48 I
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F eptagon Aeci
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